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To @ZZ whom. it 11i/ay concern. 
Be it known that l, ELEAZER KEMPSHALL, 

a citizen of the United_States, residing in Bos 
ton, in the county of Suffolk and State of 
Massachusetts, Vhave invented certain new 
and useful Improvements in Playing-Balls, 
of which the following is a specification. 
This invention relates to playing-balls, the 

object being to provide a ball of improved 
construction and quality especially adapted 
for use in the game of golf. . 
In the drawings accompanying and forming 

a part of this specification, Figure l illustrates 
l a complete hall partly broken away to dis 
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close the construction. Fig. 2 is a view of 
the separated hemispherical metallic core 
segments, showing the surface tongues or 
fins. Fig. 3 illustrates a preferred method 
of manufacturing the ball, and Fig. 4 is an 
enlarged fragmentary detail showing the fab 
ric layers of fibrous and plastic material. , 

l Similar characters 4of reference designate 
like parts in the figures. V 

I produce a rigid hollow1 center piece or 
core (designated by A) of the required size 
and shape and preferably offslightly-?leXilolc> 
material, this being formed, preferably, of 
hernispherical segments, (designated in Fig. 
2 by B and C, respectively.) Distributed 
over the outer surface of these segments are 

y “struck-up” fins or tongues 2, and these en-ï 
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gage in and assist in the anchoring of the 
shell-segments D andD’ to the center piece 
A When the componentsof -the ball are as-v 
sembled. By striking up the'material of the 
core A,I form openings 3 in the surface 
vthereol",vvhereby the resilience of said core is` 
modified and somewhat increased, and these 
openings also form outlets into or through 
which some portion of the material of the 
shell will be forced when the latter is pressed 
into shape by the heating and forming dies. 
The extent to which the shell material will 
ilow into or through the openings 3 will de 
pend, of course, upon the consistency of the 
shell material and the size and number of the 
openings. ‘ ' 

The tongues 2 of the spherical metallic core 
are so struck up that they will all point toward 
the equator of the sphere, as clearly illus 
trated in Figs. 2, 3, and et. By this arrange 
ment the shell- segments D and D’ are not 

only more vpernfianently anchored to the core, 
butthe segments are held together at their , 
weld or edges and are less liable to be sepa 
rated.V . . v ' _ v 

In the present instance, and preferably so, 
the metallic center piece or core is formed of 
hemispherical segments, and4 one lof these is 
providedïat its edge with a reduced circum 
ferential portion or shoulder E, which regis 
ters with theicircumferential edge of the 
correspondinghemisphericalsegments,there 
by forming a reinforcing lap -joint F, and 
these segments are preferably permanently 
joined before the shell is placed thereon. 
Upon the metallic center piece or filling A, 

which is somewhat too bulky for the capacity 
of the finished shell, I compress thel hemi 
spherical shell-segments D D' of previously 
formed layers 7 ande of a suitable substance 
or material, such as gutta-percha or cellu 
loid, intermediate of which is a layer 5 of 
fabric or ñbrous material or permeable cloth 
of. open mesh. When the ball is subjected 
~to the compression between v'the finishing 
dies, part of the‘lsemiplastic material of the 
innerlayer 4 of the, outer shell is forced 
through the openings 3 and forms keys ö on 
the interior of the hollow` sphere, thereby 
locking> the shell to the'core. The fabric layer 
.5, forming a foundation for the outer shell 
layer 7, will prevent said` outer layer from 
collapsing or'bec'oming ,indented at the par 
ticular point of flowage ofthe-inner layer into 
the opening when said-shell-'segments D and 
D’ [are pressed upon ,the metallic core A be 
tween the forming andheating dies G and H. 
The edge of v_theoriginal shell~segments may 

vbe somewhat full, Ythereby furnishing mate 
lrial lfor properly forming the joint between 
themas they are subjected to the íinal com 
Ípression, during which the ball is finally 
shaped, andat thesame ‘time .the center of 
the shell is compressed between the dies and 
upon the metallic center piece, and since the 
material is ñrst prepared somewhat oversize 
and the shell is compressed over the same, as 
explained, the resistance of Ísaid centerpiece 
or core furnishes a substantial support for 
sustaining the shell against'the pressure of 
the forming-dies, and this perforated :metal 
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lic center piece also forms a cushion, which l 
receives the blow imparted `to the shell," and 
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by reason of the resisting force of said core 
the dying qualities ofthe ball are materially 
increased. 
The outer shell is preferably compacted and 

welded together upon the inner springy shell. 
Preferably each of the'shells is thin, and the 
outer is softer and materially thicker than 
the inner, as well as having a springy qual 
ity. The parts are preferably assembled be 
tween heating-dies G and H,Which are brought 
together with great force, so as to effect the 
weld. By reason of the pressure portions of 
the-plastic celluloid are caused to protrude 
into the openings 3 in the inner shell and may 
form keys 6 on the interior of the latter. The 
tongues or barbs 2 penetrate and clench the 
celluloid segments together, the barbs upon 
one of the hemispheres pointing toward those 
on the other, so that it becomes impossible to 
separate the segments. 

lt will be understood that the extent to 
which the material of the inner layer of the 
shell will ñow into or through the perforations 
of a hollow core will depend, of course, upon 
the consistency of the material of such inner 
layer and the size and number of the perfo 
rations of the core. 

It is to be understood that While the core 
herein shown is made of hemispherical seg 
ments of metal with struck-up tongues or 
fins and which is provided with openings for 
receiving the surplus material of the shell 
when the latter is compressed upon the core 
a continuous hard-material shell which is 
provided with distributing-perforations and 
projections or anchoring devices of any form 
for the purpose set forth may be employed 
within the scope and spirit of this invention 
and also that the shell may be built up of a 
plurality of layers of plastic or springy mate 
rial and a plurality of layers of fabric. 
Having described my invention, I claim 
l. A hollow playing-ball consisting entirely 

of two thin shells,whereof the inner shell is of 
hard,springymaterial,and the outeris thicker 
than the inner and consists of hard, plastic 
material reinforced by fibrous material; said 
inner shell having perforations through which 
the material of the outer shell protrudes. 

2. A playing-ball consisting entirely of a 
thin, springy, perforated metal shell, and a 
thicker shell thereon formed of hard, springy, 
plastic material incorporated with fabric. 

3. A playing-ball consisting entirely of a 
thin, springy, perforated metal shell, and a 
thicker shell thereon formed of hard, springy, 
plastic material and fabric, the fabric being in 
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the form of a layer between two layers ofthe 
plastic material, and the material of the in 
ner plastic layer protruding into the perfora 
tions in said metal shell. 

4. A hollowplaying-ball consisting wholly 
of two thin shells, whereof the inner is thin 
ner than the outer, and consists of springy 
metal provided with perforations, said outer 
shell consisting of a plurality of layers of plas 
tic material and a reinforcing layer of’fabric; 
the material of said outer shell protruding 
into said perforations. 

5. Aplaying-ball comprising a thin shell of 
springy metal, said shell being provided 
throughout with perforations, and a hard 
springy cover for said shell; said cover con 
sisting of plastic material and fabric. 

G. A playing-ball comprising a thin shell of 
metal provided with perforations, and a shell 
of Celluloid and fabric compacted upon said 
shell, portions of the Celluloid protruding into 
said perforations. 

7. A playing-ball comprising a complete 
shell having perforations, and a shell thereon 
consisting of segments ofplastic material and 
fabric, said‘segments being welded together at 
their edges; portions of the plastic material 
entering said perforations and locking said 
shells together. 

8. A playing-ball comprising a shell having 
barbs and a shell formed of joined segments, 
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each consisting of plastic material and fab- . 
ric; said barbs being embedded in said plas 
tic material and preventing separation of said 
segments. 

9. A playing-ball comprising a thin perfo 
rated metal shell having barbs, and a shell 
formed of welded segments of plastic material 
and fabric; said barbs being embedded in said 
plastic material, and preventing separation 
of said segments. 

l0. A playing-ball comprising a thin metal 
shell having struck-up barbs, and a shell 
formed of welded segments of plastic material 
and fabric; said barbs penetrating and pre 
venting separation of said segments. 
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ll. A playing-ball comprising a shell hav- I 
ing barbs, and a shell formed of joined seg 
ments of plastic material and fabric; said 
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barbs being embedded in said plastic material; l 
the barbs in one hemisphere pointing toward 
those in the other hemisphere, thereby to 
clench said segments together. ' 

ELEAZER KEMPSHALL. 
Witnesses: 

F. NV. BARNACLO, 
B. C. STICKNEY. 


